ALTERNATIVE
Human Freedom Life
The “Alternative” volunteer movement working in rescuing people from modern slavery

The main facts

● 2011 - the movement was created.

First trip to North Caucasus, where first people have been rescued.

● 2012 - the famous Golyanovo case listed in the US report.

● Nowadays, we have successful cases in Russia, Cyprus (Turkish part), Azerbaijan, CIS states

● The Price of Freedom: The average cost of one person’s rescue is 2000$
Modern Slavery

There are 3 main kinds of slavery:

- beggar slavery - 30%
- labor slavery - 60%
- sexual slavery - 10%
In 6 years we rescued approximately 500 people
Achievements

- 1280 requests received
- 837 exits on requests
- 380 tickets bought for rescued slaves
- 455 passports and other documents returned to the newly freed
- 30 prosecution inspection
- 3 criminal cases initiated

In Dagestan it is not profitable anymore to have slaves. In Moscow, the trafficking of babies considerably reduced.
ALTERNATIVE

We raise awareness of the society:

more than 500 materials on the TV and in the printed press, both state and international.
Our methods

- Organization and implementation of special tasks by ourselves or in cooperation with the police
- Inception into criminal community
- Close work with journalists, opinion leaders and society
The “Alternative” People

rabstvo2013@yandex.ru

www.alternative.help
facebook.com/eng.alternative.help
twitter.com/HelpAlternative
THANKS!